THE POWER
OF PROTEST

A

s a plane landed at Charles de Gaulle airport in early
July, its patriotic pilot proudly updated passengers of
a French victory against Iceland in the Euros quarter
finals. While certain jersey-toting travellers cheered, an
American passenger loudly scoffed, “Great, does this mean
they’ll be striking with joy, now?”
His comment, while crass, wasn’t too far from absurd. When
you live in France, especially in its core of Paris, every day
can feel like the announcement of a new strike. Making it to
your destination is a victory when transportation suspension is
common across the auto, air, and rail industries. Travel strikes
seemed to be the biggest nuisance, until sanitation workers
went on strike this summer resulting in the cobble-stoned
streets of Paris being lined with piles of garbage that smelt
worse than the aged cheese it contained. At the same time,
there was an alarming petrol shortage because of blockades
at oil refineries. Long lines of cars and their frustrated drivers
extended well beyond gas stations. Affecting all aspects of life,
from healthcare to education to transport, nothing is safe when
it comes to the French strike.
Sociologists agree that it’s difficult to measure the social
conflictuality of a nation. While France certainly appears to be
a country that strikes more frequently than most, it’s important
to consider factors like the public versus private sectors, and
the international attention Paris attracts as a cosmopolitan
hub and popular tourist destination. Dr. Frédéric Viguier of
the Institute of French Studies at NYU said that because these
strikes occur more in the public companies against the state
as an employer, their disruptiveness is very visual.
“These strikes happening in the public sector and in large
sectors, in a city as central as Paris, have an enormous potential
to disrupt the daily lives of citizens. Whereas in the US, for
example, you’ll find lots of little movements in small companies
and the state is not involved,” he explained.
It should also be noted that while in Northern Europe, for
instance, strikes are held following failed negotiations, in
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France strikes normally precede negotiations. The French see
striking as a necessary action to improve workers’ rights, and
the act is very much a starting point.
The past success of movements challenging the French
government could be the hope indignant workers are holding
on to today. Historically, strikes have led the betterment of daily
life. Paid vacation, raised salaries, and the right to unionize
are all examples of important developments that came from
productive protesting in France in the 1950s and ’60s.
“It’s true that we live in an age where France strikes more than
other developed countries, but it’s probably because they’ve
kept more rights to do so,” Viguier said. Compare this to the
situation in the UK, where workers’ rights to mobilize have
been slashed since the reign of Margaret Thatcher.
And the French want to hold on to those rights. Today, these
movements, particularly when it came to the sanitation strikes,
are less about making change and more about clinging to the
rights that have already been won. This spirit of preservation
was at the root of the struggle against proposed labor
reforms, which left citizens feeling as though their rights
were being wrongly stripped away. Additionally, France
has one of the lowest unionization levels in Europe, making
social dialogue within companies more difficult. As a result,
workers are more inclined to strike in order to communicate
their demands. Viguier pointed to the historic fact that strikes
increase when the economy begins to improve, but the current
state of a globalized economy also fuels the argument that it’s
becoming too expensive for France to keep the same rights
in the workplace. This summer, this behavior proved to be
contagious, breeding more strikes across the public sector as
the garbage piled higher.
While the ineffectiveness of recent strikes may not reflect
the powerful political movements of France’s history, don’t
count on a quieter political climate in the country’s future.
Because the French will still strike, and when they do, they’ll
do it loudly.

Photographers lay down their cameras in protest at French actress Isabelle Adjani’s refusal to be photographed during the Cannes Film Festival, May 1983. (Photo by RDA/Getty Images)

Downing tools and striking is a fundamental part of French culture and Parisian
life. As the French have found over the years, sometimes you get the most done when
you do nothing at all. Amanda Randone
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